Find the game THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

BEGINNER GAMES

TOPGOLF
Best for 1-6 Players | Great for All | Any Target Equals Points

QUICK 9 NOVICE
Best for 1-4 Players | Our Fastest Game | Red, Yellow & Green Targets Only

TOPSCORE
Best for 2-6 Players | Great for All | Hit Farther & Closer to the Center to Multiply Points

TOPSHOT ROOKIE
Best for 1-6 Players | Hit Red, Yellow, Green & Brown Targets Consecutively | Wrong Target Loses Points

INTERMEDIATE GAMES

TOPSCRAMBLE
Best for 2-4 Players | Team-Based Game | Best Ball Wins

TOPCHIP
Best for 1-6 Players | Red, Yellow & Green Targets Only | Wrong Target Loses Points

TOPPRESSURE
Best for 1-4 Players | Game of Precise Accuracy | Yellow Target Only

TOPSHOT INTERMEDIATE
Best for 1-6 Players | Hit Yellow, Green, Brown & Blue Targets Consecutively | Wrong Target Loses Points

ADVANCED GAMES

TOPSHOT ADVANCED
Best for 1-6 Players | Hit Green, Brown, Blue & White Targets Consecutively | Wrong Target Loses Points

QUICK 9 EXPERT
Best for 1-4 Players | Our Fastest Game | Brown, Blue & White Targets Only

TOPDRIVE
Best for 1-6 Players | White Target & Trench Only